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Abstract. Federated learning is a novel research area of AI technol-
ogy that focus on distributed training and privacy preservation. Current
federated optimization algorithms face serious challenge in the aspects
of speed and accuracy, especially in non-i.i.d scenario. In this work, we
propose UCBFed, a federated optimization algorithm that uses the Up-
per Confidence Bound(UCB) method to heuristically select participating
clients in each round’s optimization process. We evaluate our algorithm
in multiple federated distributed datasets. Comparing to most widely-
used FedAvg and FedOpt, the UCBFed we proposed is superior in both
the final accuracy and communication efficiency.

Keywords: Federated Learning ·Upper Confidence Bound ·Distributed
Learning · Optimization.

1 Introduction

Federated learning is an emerging field in machine learning research. In the
federated setting, training data remained distributed in a large number and
variety of edge devices, such as computers, smart phones and many other IOT
devices. Data in those devices might be useful for training a global model to
accomplish specific missions, such as image classification, object detection and
others. However, due to privacy, liability, cost and some other issues, its not
allowed to move this data together in the federated setting.

There are many open challenges in federated learning research, such as in-
creasing communication-efficiency[9], preserving users privacy[3] and defensing
against malicious attacks[13]. In this work we address the speed and accuracy of
federated optimization, especially in heterogeneous(non-i.i.d) situation.

In this paper, we propose a new algorithm called UCBFed. Instead of selecting
clients randomly in each round in polular method like FedAvg[10], UCBFed uses
the Upper Confidence Bound(UCB) method[1] which is originally designed for
multi-armed bandit problem in Reinforcement Learning. The UCB algorithm
take both history rewards and number of times that one client has been chosen
into account to determine which client will be chosen in a specific round. To
define the reward, referring to the experience of FedReID[14], we use cosine
distance of the last layer of backbone network between old global model and
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newly trained client model as a metric. We also use this metric as the weight
when aggregate models from clients, replacing the number of data cases in each
clients used by FedAvg algorithm. The remainder of this paper is organized as
follows. In Section 2, we provide an simple overview of related work. In Section 3
we propose our UCBFed algorithm and describe two main components of the
algorithm. In Section 4 the comparison among baseline algorithms and ours is
presented. Finally, we expound our conclusion and future work that need to
continue in Section 5.

2 Related Work

2.1 Federated Learning

The very beginning of the federated learning research is from 2015, with the
first publications on federated averaging(FedAvg). There are many research di-
rections in this area, including improving accuracy and speed of federated opti-
mization, reducing the communication burden during the federated process and
protect users privacy in federated settings. For the first direction, many algo-
rithms including FedProx[8] and SCAFFOLD[6] use information from central
model to correct the local updates. Then, methods such as model compression
and model pruning are applied to the reduction of communication cost. Finally,
Bagdasaryan[2], Wang[11] and Zhu[13] investigate many aspects about how to
attack and defense of the federated learning.
There are different scenarios of federated learning. In horizontal federated learn-
ing, different clients have data that have same features but different IDs. On the
contrary, in vertical scenario, different sets of data have same IDs but different
features. And in transfer federated learning, both features and IDs are different.

Horizontal Federated Learning In this paper, our work focus on horizontal
federated learning. The problem can be formulated as follows:
Consider a scenario with C clients. The ith client has Di samples. Let zi be the
data domain of each client and L(w, zi) be the likelihood function of ith client,
then:

arg max
w

f(w) =

C∑
i=1

Di∑C
i=1Di

L(w, zi)

FedAvg In FedAvg algorithm, each client train local model using local data
in muliple batches and upload the gradients to the server. Then the server will
weight averaging all the gradients using local data size as the weight.Then server
will transfer back the weights to client and start next rounds of training. Though
FedAvg is successful in several fields, it still has some space for improvement.
As our work concerns, the FedAvg selects clients randomly in each round, ig-
noring the quality of each client’s data. Unavoidably it will harm the result of
optimization. Therefore our work present a strategy to choose client in each
round.
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2.2 Multi-armed Bandit Problem

The multi-armed bandit problem can be described as follows:
The multi-armed bandit has K ∈ N+ levers and the reward delivered by each
bandit is associated with a distribution Ri ∈ B = {R1, ..., RK}. The player
repeatedly plays one lever per round and observes the associated reward. The
aim is to maximize the sum of rewards collected by players.
To solve the multi-armed bandit problem, an algorithm should tackle with a
trade-off between two choices: exploit the levers that have better history rewards
or explore those levers that are rarely visited.
Several algorithms have been proposed, including ε-greedy algorithm, Thompson
sampling, Upper Confidence Bounds(UCB) and more.

Upper Confidence Bound(UCB) Algorithm In UCB algorithm, each lever
a has a metric At given by:

At = arg max
a

[
Ht(a)

Nt(a)
+ c

√
log t

Nt(a)
]

Ht(a) is the sum of history rewards of the lever at time step t and Nt(a) is the
number of times that the level has been selected before. Finally, c is a control
variable that controls the level of exploration.
During each round t, UCB algorithm plays the lever that has the maximum
value of At and updates At of all levers.

3 The proposed UCBFed Algorithm

3.1 Cosine Distance Weight(CDW)

To apply UCB thought to the process of choosing participating clients, we need
a metric to define the ”quality” of each client’s training result. A simple yet
effective idea is to use the amount of information or the change that a single
client contributes to the model. Hence, inspired by the work of FedReID[14],
We choose Cosine Distance Weight(CDW) as the metric. CDW measures the
information that a client has learned by the cosine distance between the outputs
of feature extraction parts of the model before and after client training process.

3.2 Reward Allocation

Once a round of client training process is finished and the server gets all partic-
ipating clients’ CDWs, we can allocate actual rewards to these clients based on
the metrics. UCBFed gives those clients which have the largest CDW a positive
reward(+1) while other clients can only get zero rewards.
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Algorithm 1: UCBFed. S is the set of all clients. K is the number of clients
that participate in a round; B is the local minibatch size, E is the number
of local epochs, and η is the learning rate.D is data size of all clients

1 Server executes:
2 Initialize w0

3 Initialize: ∀ci ∈ S,Ht(ci)← 0, Nt(ci)← 0
4 for each round t=1,2...,T do
5 for ci ∈ S do

6 At(ci) = Ht(ci)
Nt(ci)

+ β
√

log t
Nt(ci)

7 end
8 St ← clients that have top K largest At

9 for each client ck ∈ St in parallel do
10 wk

t+1, CDW
k
t+1 ← ClientUpdate(k,wt) Nt+1(ck)← Nt(ck) + 1

11 end
12 update Ht using Algorithm 3

13 wt+1 ←
∑K

k=1

CDWk
t+1∑K

j=1
CDW

j
t+1

wk
t+1

14 end
15 ClientUpdate:
16 for each local epoch do
17 for batch b ∈ training data do
18 w ← w − η∇l(w; b)
19 end

20 end
21 CDWk ← computing CDW using Algorithm 2
22 return CDWk to server

3.3 Clients Selection and Model Aggregating

After we get reward and CDWs of participating clients, we can start to aggregate
the client models into a new global model and select the participating clients
in the next round. The algorithm is generally based on FedAvg but has two
improvements. First, instead of random selecting clients in each round, we choose
the clients that have the largest Upper-Confidence-Bound value At; Second,
instead of using data size as the weight of weight averaging process of model
aggregating, we use a CDW-based weight.
The full process of the UCB algorithm is in Algorithm 1.

4 Experiments

We evaluate our UCBFed algorithm in multiple datasets. We compared our
algorithm with the most widely used algorithm–FedAvg and FedOpt. UCBFed
has shown promising results in various datasets.
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4.1 Experiments Details

Datasets and setup We run experiments on three different datasets: EM-
NIST[4], SHAKESPEARE[8] and CIFAR-100[7]. These datasets have been al-
ready used in different works in these areas before. EMNIST is an handwrit-
ten character classification datasets. It’s collected from 3400 different writers;
Shakespeare dataset is a next-word prediction task on The Complete Works
of William Shakespeare and each speaking role corresponds to a device; Finally,
CIFAR100 is a tiny image classification dataset consists of 100 classes of 60000
samples. And for the federated setting experiment it is divided into 500 parts
and each part corresponds to a device. Statistic are summarized in Table 1.

Table 1. Summaries of Models using in different tasks

Dataset Device Training Samples Testing Samples

Shakespeare 143 413629 103477
CIFAR-100 500 50000 10000
EMNIST 3400 671585 77483

Federated Models In this experiments we train different models in different
datasets in federated settings using UCBFed and FedAvg. More specifically, we
use a simple deep convolution network on EMNIST dataset and a simple LSTM
network on Shakespeare dataset. A ResNet-18 network is adopted on CIFAR-
100 mission to represent the scenario that a complicated network is trained
using federated settings. In federated scenarios, computing resources of client
devices are usually limited, hence the batch-size might be very small. In this case,
traditional Batch Normalization may lose its efficiencies.So we use batch-size-
irrelevant Group Normalization[12] instead of Batch Normalization in ResNet-18
network.

Implementation We implement our experiments code based on FedML frame-
work.[5] More specifically, we use the single-machine stimulation environment the
framework provided to demonstrate our experiment. Based on FedAvg codes, we
modify the process of client sampling and weight averaging. For all tasks, we set
α = 0.8 and E = 5. Other hyperparameters are summarized in Table 2.

Metrics For each task, we evaluate our algorithms using two metrics. First is
the highest accuracy that an algorithm can achieve. Another commonly used
metric in federated optimization area is the communication cost for reaching
a specific accuracy target. In this experiment, the communication cost of each
round is equal between UCBFed and FedAvg. Hence, we use the communication
round before reaching a specific accuracy target as an equivalent.
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Table 2. Summaries of hyperparameters

Dataset Learning Rate Device per Round Total Round

Shakespeare 0.8 10 200
CIFAR-100 0.001 10 1000
EMNIST 0.03 50 1000

4.2 Experiment Results

As it has shown in Table 3 and Table 4, UCBFed is superior than FedAvg
in all three tasks. Comparing to FedOpt, UCBFed has achieved better highest
accuracy. However, in the aspect of communication round, UCBFed takes more
round to achieve the target accuracy than FedOpt in EMNIST and CIFAR-100.

Table 3. Highest Accuracy

Dataset UCBFed(ours) FedAvg FedOpt

Shakespeare 0.519 0.513 0.386
EMNIST 0.851 0.849 0.834
CIFAR-100 0.264 0.235 0.224

Table 4. communication round of reaching a specific accuracy target

Dataset(Target Accuracy) UCBFed(ours) FedAvg FedOpt

Shakespeare(0.5) 35 115 N/A
EMNIST(0.8) 55 60 50
CIFAR-100(0.2) 185 445 130

5 Conclusion and Future Works

In this work, we have proposed UCBFed, a federated learning algorithm that
tackles the speed and accuracy of federated optimization. UCBFed uses the
Upper Confidence Bound(UCB) method to select the participating clients of each
round to improve the quality of optimization. In our experiment UCBFed shows
significantly better result than FedAvg. It indicates that UCBFed improves the
convergence behavior of federated learning in realistic heterogeneous network.
The future work includes the application to various and complicated federated
scenarios, including federated object detection and ReId. Then, it is interesting
to find if there are better metrics to replace CDW. Finally, the combination of
UCBFed and model personalization is also an interesting research point.
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